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Francis Bacon
Monaco and French Culture
Grimaldi Forum Monaco

Francis Bacon’s cultural orientation was,
to an extraordinary degree, towards
France, and The Grimaldi Forum
exhibition will explore the artist’s work
from this unique angle: the inﬂuence of
French art and culture on Bacon’s work,
and his years in Monaco that had a
crucial impact on his oeuvre.
The exhibition will bring together more
than sixty paintings by Bacon himself,
cross-referenced with major works of
the masters who inspired him, including
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Fernand
Léger, Pablo Picasso, Alberto Giacometti
and Chaim Soutine.
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Major loans from public and private
collections around the world include
Head VI (1949), the extraordinary
Fragment of a Cruciﬁxion (1950) and
Pope I: Study After Pope Innocent X by
Velázquez (1951). There will be a number
of works, many rarely if ever displayed,
from private collections, including and
Triptych – Studies of the Human Body
(1970), Turning Figure (1962), Portrait
of a Man Walking Down Steps, (1972).

Tate dedicated two retrospectives to
the artist during his lifetime, in 1962 and
1985, but Francis Bacon regarded the
retrospective at the Grand Palais in 1971
as the most signiﬁcant of his career.
Only Picasso had the similar honour of
a retrospective held during his lifetime
at the Grand Palais, in 1966. This groundbreaking exhibition is curated by Martin
Harrison, author of the forthcoming
Francis Bacon Catalogue Raisonné.

www.grimaldiforum.com

Opposite page
Portrait of Michel Leiris
1976, Oil on canvas
35.5 x 30.5 cm
Centre Pompidou, Paris
1
Studies from the Human
Body
1975, Oil on canvas
198 x 150 cm
Private collection
2
Portrait of a Man Walking
Down Steps
1972, Oil on canvas
198 x 147.5 cm
Private collection
3
Head VI
1949, Oil on canvas
93.2 x 76.5 cm
Arts Council Collection,
Southbank Centre, London
4
Lying Figure
1958, Oil on canvas
153.5 x 119.5 cm
Collection Museum Bochum
5
Untitled (Sea)
1954, Oil on canvas
155 x 117.5 cm
The Estate of Francis Bacon
6
Fragment of a Crucifixion
1950, Oil and cotton wool
on canvas
158.4 x 127.4 cm
Collection Van Abbemuseum,
Eindhoven
All works
© The Estate of Francis Bacon
All rights reserved
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Three Women Drinking

Botero
Celebrate Life!
Kunsthal Rotterdam

Kunsthal Rotterdam is proud to present
a large-scale retrospective of the worldfamous Colombian artist Fernando
Botero’s own collection, the exhibition
provides a panorama of the artist’s
personal favourites from his considerable oeuvre. ‘Botero: Celebrate Life!’ will
exhibit almost a hundred paintings,
sketches and pastels as well as a few
sculptures, including ‘Caballo’, Botero’s
famous sculpture of a horse. On show
will be paintings of life in Latin America
based on reminiscences from his youth,
and reproductions of classical masters
in the recognisable Botero style.
The bull-fight and the circus are also
featured in these works. Botero’s art is
full of Latin American life. The gigantic,
inflated bodies and objects appear
weightless in spite of their volume.
This volume is a recurrent feature in
Fernando Botero’s work and gives his
art an exuberance that can be comical
or moving. The series of female Santas,
inspired by the iconic images of female
saints, is remarkable. Botero represents
them as worldly heroines with meaningful accessories such as a bible or candle,
putting their halo in sharp contrast with
their clothing and posture.

La Corrida

Picnic

The Musicians

First Lady

Botero creates a world full of characters
and scenes from daily life, where politics
and religion form an important part.
Although his work appears light-hearted,
the violent history of his native country,
Colombia, can be felt. His origins find
expression in his works of the president,
executions and weeping widows, and
indirectly in paintings of people partying, dancing with expressionless faces
under the light of naked light bulbs.

www.kunsthal.nl

Dancers

Oranges

Girl Bitten by Dog
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Christopher Wood
Sophisticated Primitive

1

Pallant House Gallery Chichester

A major exhibition on the life and art of
British artist Christopher Wood (1901-30).
An important and inﬂuential ﬁgure in
the British art world during the 1920s,
Wood developed a ‘faux-naïve’ style as
he navigated a path between the representational painting of the Edwardian
era and the new style of abstraction of
the 1930s. A celebration of the magnitude of the artist’s achievement in the
ten years before his premature death,
this comprehensive review explores the
paradox between the primitive and the
sophisticated in Wood’s oeuvre.
Along with Ben and Winifred Nicholson,
Wood developed a self- consciously
unsophisticated style inspired in part by
the untrained Cornish artist and
ﬁsherman Alfred Wallis.
2
Early exposure to modern masterpieces
during the early 1920s led Wood to
realise that simplicity and naivety were
at the root of modern art. Through
particular reference to Cezanne’s stilllife and ﬁgure paintings, Van Gogh’s
Provencal landscapes. and Picasso’s Blue,
Red and Rose periods, he assimi- lated
and developed these characteristics,
recasting elements of European modernism in paintings such as ‘The Card
Players’(1922) and his Self-portrait (1927)
so that they appeared fresh and original.
His addiction to opium, encouraged by
the writer and artist Jean Cocteau, doubtlessly fed into the direct and visionary
quality of his later paintings.

3

The exhibition which includes over 80
works, also explores Wood’s turbulent
life and his struggle as he juggled the
conﬂict between the reserved sensibility
of his English heritage and the hedonism of the Parisian avant-garde.

www.pallant.org.uk

Opposite page
Self-Portrait
1927, Oil on canvas
129.5 x 96 cm
Kettle’s Yard,
University of Cambridge
1
Portmeor Beach
1928, Oil on canvas
48.3 x 55.9 cm
Private collection
2
Beach Scene with
Bathers, Pier and Ships
1925, Oil on a six-paneled
screen
167.5 x 365.8 cm
The Frank Cohen
Collection
3
The Card Players
1922, Oil on board
38 x 45.5cm
Michael & Ruth West
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Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen Düsseldorf

The exhibition ‘Andreas Gursky: Not
Abstract’ provides an initial look at new
works by the renowned Düsseldorf
photoartist, all of them created
especially for this project and presented
here alongside selected earlier works.
In his recent works, Andreas Gursky
explores the abstract potential of the
photographic medium. From early in his
career, abstraction has served Gursky as
a resource for compositional freedom,
and in his view, establishes the closest
possible proximity between painting
and photography. Nevertheless,
explains the artist, photography is never
completely abstract: it is always bound
up with the object.
4
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Andreas Gursky was born in Liepzig
(then East Germany) in 1955. Between
1981-87, he studied photography at the
Kunstakademie Düsseldorf (Düsseldorf
Art Academy), where he now teaches.

Visually, Gursky is drawn to elevated
vantage points and large, anonymous,
man-made spaces – high-rise facades at
night, office lobbies, stock exchanges,
the interiors of big box retailers.

2

1
Mediamarkt
2016, C-Print
184.2 x 367.2 x 6.2 cm
2
Amazon
2016, C-Print
207 x 407 x 6.2 cm
3
Installation view
4
Untitled XIX
2015, Inkjet-Print
307 x 221.5 x 6.2 cm.
5
Untitled XX
2016, Inkjet-Print
307 x 221.5 x 6.2 cm.
6
Untitled XVIII
2015, Inkjet-Print
307 x 221.5 x 6.2 cm
7
Les Mées
2016

Andreas Gursky
Not Abstract
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There he received strong direction and
influence from his tutors, Bernd and
Hilla Becher. Fellow students included
the acclaimed photographers Thomas
Struth, Thomas Ruff and Candida Höfer.

7

www.kunstsammlung.de
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All works
© Andreas Gursky
VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2016
Courtesy Sprüth Magers
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Hibiscus with Plumeria
1939, Oil on canvas
101.6 x 76.2 cm
Smithsonian American Art
Museum

Tate Modern London

A rare opportunity to see over 100
remarkable paintings by this pioneer
of twentieth-century art Georgia
O’Keeffe is best known for her paintings
of magniﬁed ﬂowers, animal skulls, and
New Mexico desert landscapes.
This exhibition brings together some
of her most important works, including
Jimson Weed/White Flower No 1 (1932),
the most expensive painting by a
female artist ever sold at auction.
Making her debut a century ago, in 1916,
O’Keeffe was immediately recognised
as a trailblazing artist, while today her
legacy as an American art icon and a
pioneer of twentieth-century art is
widely recognised. With no works by
O’Keeffe in UK public collections this
exhibition is a rare chance to see the
beauty and skill of her remarkable
paintings outside the United States.
Men put me down as the best
woman painter…I think I’m one of
the best painters.
Georgia O’Keeffe

2
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1
Black Mesa Landscape, New
Mexico | Out Back of Marie’s II
1930, Oil on canvas on board
61.6 x 92.1 cm
Georgia O’Keeffe Museum
2
Red, Yellow and Black Streak
1924, Oil on canvas
100 × 80.6 cm
Musée National d’Art Moderne,
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris
3
Lake George, Autumn
1922, Oil on canvas
43.2 x 81.3 cm
Vilcek Foundation, New York

3

www.tate.org.uk
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Carlo Carrà
Metaphysical Spaces

1

Blain | Southern London

An exhibition of paintings and a
number of rarely seen works on paper
by Carlo Carrà, curated by Ester Coen.
The Italian avant-garde artist is
renowned for his integral role in both
Futurist and Metaphysical painting. At
the centre of the exhibition are Carrà’s
paintings, many from public and private
collections and rarely shown publicly.
Shown in the UK for the first time Il Pino
Sul Mare (1921) is a work that was
considered so important by influential
German art historian Wilhelm Worringer
that he wrote to Carrà and described it
as ‘my spiritual property’.
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A dozen other works, including Mio
Figlio (1916) and Penelope (1917), comprise a group of Carlo Carrà’s key
paintings that have not been presented
together in over fifty years. Each is a
significant work in its own right, and
together they illuminate Carrà’s intellectual journey and artistic achievements.
Typified by dream-like views and
unexpected juxtapositions of elements,
such as mannequins in eerie arcaded

piazzas, the Metaphysical style of
painting was led by Carlo Carrà and
Giorgio de Chirico. Although their
investigations initially developed
independently from one another, their
discourse began in 1917 when together
they formally established the principles
of Pittura Metafisica. The artists strived
to connect with the soul by focussing
on quotidian objects and the built
environment.

Where multiple vanishing points and
clashing perspectives gave de Chirico’s
paintings an unsettling, dream-like
quality, Carrà’s environments were more
harmonious and rooted in the reality of
a single perspective. The stillness he
conveyed seemed to go beyond surface
appearance in search of a more spiritual,
yet natural, dimension. Carrà’s Metaphysical painting developed from his
study of the Italian Renaissance painters
Giotto and Uccello. It was in their works,
with few focal points and horizontals,
that Carrà felt the artist’s soul could be
seen. The archetypal compositional
techniques Carrà admired in these
works led to his break with the dynamism of Futurism and to his creation of
paintings with a stillness and form,
which he termed a ‘condensation of
expression’. Carrà aimed to guide Italian
painting to its ‘essential purpose’ and in
doing so, redefine Italian painting and
challenge the dominant French vanguard of painters. Although the movement was short-lived, Carrà and a great
many other artists drew from its tenets
even after its dissolution.
6

www.blainsouthern.com

Opposite page
Penelope
1917
Private Collection
1
Exhibition view
Courtesy Blain | Southern
2
Il figlio del costruttore
1918-21
Private Collection
3
Mio Figlio
1916
Private Collection
4
Il Pino sul Mare
1921
Courtesy Archivio Carlo Carrà
5
La casa dell'amore
1922
Courtesy Pinacoteca di Brera,
Milano
6
Gentiluomo Ubriaco
1916
Private Collection
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David Bomberg
A Sense of Place

1

Towner Art Gallery Eastbourne

David Bomberg (1890-1957) is now
recognised as one of the most
exceptional and original artists of his
generation, but he died in 1957 in near
obscurity. Son of Jewish immigrants
from the East End of London, he was
one of the pioneers of early modernism.
During the First World War Bomberg
fought at the Somme and, having
witnessed the atrocities, he spent the
rest of his artistic career trying to ﬁnd
or create order, moving frequently,
painting and drawing the landscapes of
Palestine, Spain, Cyprus, Cornwall and
London. This exhibition brings together
a selection of his landscape works in
order to present an overview of the
sense of place that he portrayed in
these paintings, and how each of the
landscapes was so signiﬁcant to him.
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Towner holds a number of paintings by
Bomberg in the permanent collection.
Private collections together with
national institutions, including Tate, Ben
Uri Gallery and Southampton City Art
Gallery have lent works for the show.

www.townereastbourne.org.uk

Opposite page
Evening in the City
of London
1944, Oil on canvas
Image courtesy of the Museum
of London
© The Estate of David Bomberg.
All Rights Reserved, DACS 2016
1
The South East Corner,
Jerusalem
1926, Oil on board
Image courtesy of Swindon
Museum and Art Gallery
© The Estate of David Bomberg
All Rights Reserved, DACS 2016
2
Ronda Bridge
1935, Oil on panel
Image courtesy of Pallant
House Gallery, Chichester
© The Estate of David Bomberg
All Rights Reserved, DACS 2016
3
Valley of La Hermida Picos
de Europa, Asturias, Spain
1935, Oil on canvas
Image courtesy Museums
Sheffield
© The Estate of David Bomberg
All Rights Reserved, DACS 2016
4
The Broken Aquaduct,
Wadi Kelt, near Jericho
1926, Oil on canvas
Image courtesy of Ben Uri
Gallery and Museum
© The Estate of David Bomberg
All Rights Reserved, DACS 2016
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Opposite page
Hartley and Andrew
1983
1
Installation view
Photography Chris Park

Alice Neel
The Subject and Me

1

Talbot Rice Gallery University of Edinburgh

‘The Subject and Me’ is the first solo
exhibition of Alice Neel in Scotland.
Free-spirited, Alice Neel (1900-1984) was
outspoken and unconventional, living
on the peripheries of New York society
and the art world and striving to resolve
the tragedies, hardships and conflicts
of life through her painting. This show
features a survey of intimate drawings
and a selection of later paintings –
candid observations of sexuality, family,
childhood, pain and poverty.
Gallery 1 features a series of paintings
produced by Alice Neel in later life.
Comprising characteristic portraits,
with a sense of psychological and social
depth, these works demonstrate Neel’s
intimate and direct method of painting
from life.

3
2
Hartley and Ginny
1970
3
Lilacs
1983
Courtesy of Auriel Scheibler,
Berlin
4
Alienation
1935
5
Alice and Jose
1938

Gallery 2 presents drawings and watercolours spanning over 50 years of Neel’s
career. Produced both from life and
from memory, these works offer raw,
often disturbing visions of the world.
Depicting scenes of destructive relationhips, images of her children and a selfportrait as a skull, the drawings illustrate
how Neel used her work to make some
sense of the darkest chapters of her life
and the lives of those around her.
2

4

All works
Courtesy the Estate of Alice Neel
The Upper Gallery explores Alice
Neel’s biography, continuing with an
illustrated timeline, a feature-length
documentary by her grandson Andrew
Neel and a remarkable portrait of the
artist by Robert Mapplethorpe. Taken
only weeks before her death from
cancer, the stark black and white
photograph depicts Neel with closed
eyes and open-mouth, a haunting and
prescient signifier of her death.

I know all the theory of everything
but when I paint I don't think of
anything except the subject and me.
Alice Neel
It's a privilege, you know, to paint
and it takes up a lot of time and it
means there's a lot of things you
don't do. But still, with me, painting
was more than a profession, it was
also an obsession. I had to paint.
Alice Neel

www.trg.ed.ac.uk
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Jake Wood-Evans
Subjection & Discipline

1

Subjects range from a ghostly vision of
a society lady to a fading portrait of a
once proud general and grotesquely
disﬁgured admiral. Viewed together,
the body of work is eerily reminiscent
of an art collection of a great estate in
the early years of the British Empire.

Unit London

Unit London presents the ﬁrst major
London exhibition by Jake Wood-Evans.
Taking inspiration from 18th century
painters, including re-workings of works
by Joshua Reynolds (1723-92) and Henry
Raeburn (1756-1832), Wood-Evans’
unique style of historical ambiguity
produces images that are both unsettling and beautiful. Faces are deﬁled
and ﬁgures appear as apparitions.

2

2
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While the haunting redactions of
once-heroic subjects might suggest
the correcting gaze of a postcolonial
sensibility, Wood-Evans’ interest lies
more with the original artists and
process than with the speciﬁc subject.
With a strong focus on craftsmanship,
his work draws inspiration from a
diverse range of Baroque and Old
Master ﬁgurative painters.

Each work bears the marks of his
journey and are just as fascinating when
viewed up close as they are viewed in
their entirety. Wood- Evans’ haunting
works are both reminiscent of the
pillaged originals while uncovering a
psychological depth which encourages
the viewer to look beyond the surface
of the canvas and question the records
of history.

Opposite page
Lady Forbes,
after Reynolds
2016, Oil on canvas.
82 x 69 cm
1
Installation view
Photograph AVS London
2
Eighteenth Century Ship I
2016, Oil on canvas.
110 x 90 cm
3
Sir Walter Scott,
after Sir Henry Raeburn
2016, Oil on canvas.
61 x 53 cm
4
The Elphinston Children,
after Sir Henry Raeburn
2016, Oil on canvas.
198 x 154 cm
5
Installation view
Photograph AVS London

By scrubbing, scratching and erasing
areas while building up others, WoodEvans’ paintings are physically pushed
and pulled out of the canvas. Thick
layers of paint contrast with saturated
oil on canvas, often laying the grain bare.
His use of light emerges from a loose
and instinctive application of paint.
3

5

5

www.theunitldn.com
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Van Gogh Inspires:
Matisse | Kirchner | Kandinsky
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE MERZBACHER COLLECTION

1

Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam

The paintings in the exhibition
‘Van Gogh Inspires: Matisse, Kirchner,
Kandinsky: Highlights from the
Merzbacher Collection’ show the impact
Vincent van Gogh had on the most
important artists of the early twentieth
century. Masterpieces by the likes of
Henri Matisse, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
and Wassily Kandinsky are being shown
in the Netherlands for the ﬁrst time.
The private art collection assembled
by Werner and Gabrielle Merzbacher
is considered one of the ﬁnest in the
world. All the loans are being shown in
the Netherlands for the ﬁrst time.
The focus of the exhibition is on the
way Van Gogh inﬂuenced the French
Fauvists and German Expressionists.
Fourteen works from the Merzbacher
Collection are on show in the museum.

2
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Beginning in 1905, the Fauvists in France
and the German Expressionists of Die
Brücke and Der Blaue Reiter looked for
ways to heighten the evocative power
of their works. Van Gogh’s colourful,
animated and emotionally charged
paintings offered them a source of
inspiration. The vitality of his work
encouraged both groups of artists to
express their emotions through their art.
They took Van Gogh’s pursuit of liberty
in form and colour to a new level. Or, as
the Brücke artist Max Pechstein stated:
‘Van Gogh was the father of us all!’

They represent the most important
Fauvists (including Matisse, Derain,
De Vlaminck and Braque) and German
Expressionists (such as Kirchner,
Kandinsky, Jawlensky and Pechstein).
The selection includes ‘Interior at
Collioure’ (Afternoon Rest) by the
Fauvist Henri Matisse, ‘Autumn Landscape with Boats’ by the Blaue Reiter
artist Wassily Kandinsky, and the
expressive ‘Girl with Cat, Fränzi’ by
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner of the group Die
Brücke. Each is an iconic example of the
respective artist’s oeuvre.

5

6

www.vangoghmuseum.com

Opposite page
Wassily Kandinsky
Autumn Landscape
with Boats
1908, Oil on board
71 x 97 cm
1
Wassily Kandinsky
Kohlgruber Strasse,
Murnau
1909, Oil on cardboard
72 x 98 cm
2
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
Girl with Cat, Fränzi
1910, Oil on canvas
89 x 119 cm
3
Alexej von Jawlensky
Lady with Yellow Straw Hat
1910, Oil on canvas
87 x 74 cm
4
Alexej von Jawlensky
Dark Blue Turban
(Helene with Dark Blue
Turban)
1910, Oil on cardboard
mounted on wood
72 x 69 cm
5
Henri Matisse
Interior at Colliouer
(Afternoon Rest)
1905, Oil on canvas
60 x 78 cm
6
Andre Derain
Boats in the Port of Colliouer
1905, Oil on canvas
72 x 91 cm
All works courtesy
Merzbacher Kunststiftung
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Victrola floribunda
1997, Oil on canvas
142.2 x 168 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
bottom right
1
Convolotus alchemelia
(Quiet-willow window)
1998, Oil on canvas
142.2 x 168 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
bottom right
2
Siderium Exaltatum
(Starry Venusweed)
1997, Oil on canvas
97 x 130 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
bottom right
3
Pictor mysteriosa
(Burnt Umbrage)
1997, Oil on canvas
97 x 130 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
top right
4
Agripedium vorax Saccherii
(Clog Herb)
1997, Oil on canvas
97 x 130 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
bottom right
5
Zephirium apochripholiae
(Windwort)
1997, Oil on canvas
97 x 130 cm (unframed)
Signed ‘Dorothea Tanning’
bottom left

Dorothea Tanning
Flower Paintings

1

Alison Jacques Gallery London

An exhibition of Dorothea Tanning’s
ﬁnal paintings will be shown together
for the ﬁrst time since 1999. Conceived
as a series of 12, these imaginary blooms
were painted in 1997-98 and published
together with poems written by contemporary poets in an anthology the artist
called ‘Another Language of Flowers’.
Now, nearly 20 years later, Alison
Jacques are exhibiting the six ﬂower
paintings that remained in Tanning’s
collection at the time of her death in
2012. In the months before beginning
this series, at the age of 86, the artist
thought she had ﬁnished painting in her
New York studio but then remembered
a set of stretched Lefebvre-Foinet
canvases, which she had purchased
years earlier while living in Paris.
2
Tanning painted 12 ﬂowers over the
course of a year, from June 1997 until
April 1998; one for each month of the
year, or one for each hour of the day or
night. Her preoccupation with the
female ﬁgure, which is evident throughout her work from the 1940s onwards,
remains present in these last paintings,
where bodies and limbs embrace the
ﬂowers or blend into her dreamlike
landscapes. Using preliminary sketches
as ‘touchstones on the way to the
flowers,’ the artist represented ‘naked,
precise depictions of visions as real
tome as botanical specimens are to the
scientist’ . Dorothea Tanning’s hybrid
ﬂowers take us on a journey through a
never-before-seen garden. Dorothea
Tanning says of that time:

3

4

Her discovery provoked a burst of
energy that lasted the nearly eight
months and resulted in twelve outsized,
hauntingly erotic ﬂower paintings’.

‘I had a vision of a mauve flower’,
then more and more wanted to be
painted. I could hardly finish one
before I’d start the next one.’

www.alisonjacqesgallery.com

All images © The Destina
Foundation, New York
Courtesy of Alison Jacques
Gallery, London

5
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Kandinsky, Marc
and the Blaue Reiter

1

Fondation Beyeler Basel

For the first time in 30 years, a comprehensive exhibition in Switzerland will be
devoted to the fascinating chapter in
modern art known as ‘Der Blaue Reiter’.
The Munich exhibition in 1911 and the
art movement of the same name
resulted in a revolutionary new art
experience. The works by Wassily
Kandinsky that belong to the Beyeler
Collection will serve as a starting-point
to give the public an insight into the
work of a group of avant- garde artists
whose openness and inter- nationalism
were interrupted by the First World War.
‘Der Blaue Reiter’ is the name of the
legendary almanac published by
Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc,
which appeared in Munich in 1912.

2
Der Blaue Reiter lacked an artistic
manifesto, but it was centered on
Kandinsky and Marc. The almanac was
intended to document the need for a
new beginning in the visual arts at the
beginning of the 20th century. It testifies
to a revolutionary new understanding
of art and the world that centred on the
visual representation of ideas rather
than the reproduction of visible reality.
This can be seen above all in the
4
liberation of colour, which was inspired
by the landscape of the prealps south of
Munich. The ideas that caused Marc and
,Kandinsky, in the first instance, to move
towards abstraction culminated in a
turning-point in western views on art
that has left its mark on generations of
painters – right up until today.

2

3
In that book, Wassily Kandinsky
(1866-1944) and Franz Marc (1880-1916)
brought together texts and pictures
from different cultures and by different
artists.

Kandinsky, Marc, Macke, Von Jawlensky,
Von Werefkin, Münter, Feininger, Bloch
and others formed the group in protest
to Kandinsky's painting ‘Last Judgment’
being rejected from an exhibition.

The exhibition will not only present the
almanac but will also feature around 60
selected works by other artists, all of
them friends of Kandinsky and Marc,
who were involved in its creation.

www.fondationbeyeler.ch
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Opposite page
Franz Marc
Blue-black Fox
1911, Oil on canvas
50 x 63 cm
Von der Heydt-Museum
Wuppertal
1
Gabriele Münter
Landscape with Cabin
at Sunset
1908, Oil on paper on cardboard
33 x 40.8 cm
Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz,
Museum Gunzenhauser
2
Franz Marc
Yellow Cow
1911, Oil on canvas
140.5 x 189.2 cm
Solomon R Guggenheim
Museum, New York, Solomon R
Guggenheim Founding Collection

3
Wassily Kandinsky
Kohlgruberstrasse, Murnau
1908, Oil on cardboard
71.5 x 97.5 cm
Merzbacher Kunststiftung
4
Wassily Kandinsky
Landscape with Rain
1913, Oil on canvas
70.2 x 78.1 cm
Solomon R Guggenheim
Museum, New York, Solomon R
Guggenheim Founding Collection
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Jonathan Gardner

1

Casey Kaplan Gallery New York

This is the ﬁrst New York solo exhibition
by artist Jonathan Gardner. With a
natural proclivity for ﬁgurative, still life,
and landscape painting, the artist
honed his idiosyncratic style at the Art
Institute of Chicago, where he studied
under Chicago-based artist Jim Nutt.
Not unlike Nutt and the Chicago
imagemakers of the late-1960s, who
cultivated a distinctively surreal tone
and took inspiration from all walks of life,
Gardner’s compositions are guided by
an internal meandering. Drawing from
a cache of personal experiences and
impressions left by art movements
ranging from Neoclassical to Dada,
Gardner’s mostly female portraits
straddle both the hyperreal and fantasy. 2

Opposite page
The Model
2016, Oil on linen
132.1 x 144.8 cm
1
Installation view
2
Salmon Sofa
2016, Oil on linen
127 x 170.2 cm
3
Reclining Nude
2016, Oil on linen
121.9 x 157.5 cm
4
Waves
2016, Oil on linen
106.7 x 137.2 cm

3

4
Gardner’s highly stylized work references a wealth of 20th century painting –
from Matisse’s interiors to Magritte’s
distinct objects, from Picasso’s bodily
geometries to Seurat’s relaxed bathers.

Moving between representational,
ﬁgurative, and Surrealist imagery, his
collage-like compositions are united by
a spatial ﬂatness. Female nudes are
depicted in a manner similar to Fernand

Léger’s ‘The Three Women’ (1921) or with
the detached eroticism of Balthus’s girls.
His imagery suggests a stressless world
as much at home in the Golden Age as
in present day America.

www.caseykaplangallery.com

All photos Jean Vong
Courtesy the artist and Casey
Kaplan, New York
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Opposite page
Sir Norman Rosenthal
1992, Monotype
44.5 x 37 cm
© The Trustees of the British
Museum

The British Museum London

‘Touch’ will consist of forty works, around
a quarter from British Museum’s own
collection, with loans from private
collections, the National Portrait Gallery
and Tate. The remaining works will be
from Hambling’s personal collection,
The exhibition will begin with a life size
and striking charcoal portrait of the
writer, artist and Soho dandy Sebastian
Horsley, who Hambling has described
as ‘an exotic wild animal’. He is drawn
wearing nothing but a silk scarf and
introduces one of the major themes of
the show, the human form.
The exhibition will continue with a
display of some of Hambling’s earliest
work from the 1960s and 1970s,
including the powerful ink drawing of
Rosie, the stuffed Indian rhinoceros in
Ipswich Museum, which she considers
‘her first portrait’. Executed when the
artist was seventeen, this work already
shows the commanding skill that would
progress and evolve throughout her
celebrated portraits and paintings of
the sea.

3
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The exhibition will conclude with recent
work made in 2015, from a new series
entitled Edge which, in this instance,
addresses global warming.
‘I believe the subject chooses the
artist, not vice versa, and that
subject must then be in charge
during the act of drawing in order
for the truth to be found. Eye and
hand attempt to discover and
produce those precise marks which
will recreate what the heart feels.
The challenge is to touch the subject,
with all the desire of a lover.’
3
2 Maggi Hambling

www.britishmuseum.org

1
Seated Female Nude
1963, Etching
24.5 x 32.54 cm
© The Trustees of the British
Museum
2
Henrietta
7.6.1998 (4), Charcoal
61 x 49 cm
© The Trustees of the British
Museum
3
John Berger
10.10.2000 (4), Ink on paper
61 x 49 cm
© National Portrait Gallery
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Joanna Kirk

1

Blain | Southern London

Kirk is one of the few contemporary
artists working solely with pastel,
attracted by the pure pigment and
ability to manipulate colour and texture
directly with the fingers. Her works are
expansive yet enveloping in their detail.
Rather than depicting physical space,
she creates psychological landscapes
that explore ideas of isolation, motherhood, the human condition and our
relationship with nature. Kirk addresses
such intangible concepts by turning
physical natural objects into almost
abstract and unearthly manifestations.
Recent works draw from the ever
evolving topography of Iceland and
the isolated valleys and woodlands of
North Wales.
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Opposite page
Perfect World
2015, Pastel on board
196 x 122 cm
1
I See You
2015, Pastel on board
95 x 140 cm
2
On a Headland of Lava
Beside You
2014, Pastel on paper on board
138 x 196 cm
3
Self-Portrait
2015, Pastel on paper on board
140 x 95 cm
4
Mothership
2014, Pastel on paper on
aluminium
138 x 196 cm
All images courtesy of
the artist and Blain | Southern

2
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Through layer upon layer she builds
scenes of tangled roots, interlaced
branches and rugged rock formations.
Hidden within these landscapes are
figures whose presence and position
lead the narrative and mood of the piece. 4

www.blainsouthern.com
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Kazimir Malevich
Retrospective

1

Fundación Proa Buenos Aires

For the ﬁrst time in Argentina and Latin
America, Fundación Proa, together
with the State Russian Museum in St
Petersburg, presents an exhibition
devoted to the the life and works of
Kazimir Malevich

Opposite page
Self-Portrait
1933, Oil on canvas
76 x 66 cm
1
Three Female Figures
Early 1930s, Oil on canvas
47 x 63.5 cm

Malevich was born in Kiev in 1878, the
ﬁrst of fourteen children. He studied
drawing in Kiev (1895-96) and painting
in Moscow (1904-10). He became known
as a radical artist, inﬂuential theorist and
fundamental ﬁgure who understood
the new artistic currents of the 21st
century. He died in Leningrad in 1935.
The exhibition, which is curated by
specialist Eugenia Petrova, offers a
complete view of the artist’s career,
bringing together the initial symbolist
paintings, the Cubo-Futurist works, the
extraordinary art pieces portraying
peasant life and urban landscapes, and
the artist’s famous portraits and singular
geometric ﬁgures.
2

5
period (Sportsmen, Red Cavalry) and
even his ‘architektons’ and porcelains,
key elements to grasp Malevich’s revolutionary projects both in art and in life.

It comprises some of his most renowned
abstract works (such as the Black Circle,
Black Square, and Black Cross), productions of his later iconic Suprematist

The exhibition is furthered enriched
with an extensive archive about the
development and context of the
Suprematist movement.
There will also be exhaustive documental material from Professor Kiblitsky,
who recreates, for the ﬁrst time, the
Futurist Opera ‘Victory over the Sun,’
with 15 garments that Malevich designed for that play (a related video will be
presented in the Auditorium).

3

With this exhibition, Proa launches
the celebration of its 20 years of history,
pursuing its mission to present the
greatest artists of modern and
contemporary art.

4

www.proa.org

2
Suprematism
1915-16, Oil on canvas
80.5 x 81 cm
3
Neron
2013, Fabric
4
Complicated Premonition
(Torso in a Yellow Shirt)
c1932, Oil on canvas
98.5 x 78.5 cm
5
Head of Peasant
1928-29, Oil on plywood
71.7 x 53.8 cm

1

Los Angeles County Museum of Art Los Angeles

Since 1966, the renowned Los Angeles
print workshop Gemini GEL has been a
vital and innovative force in ﬁne-art
printmaking, publishing the work of
internationally celebrated artists.
For centuries, artists have produced
series to develop thematic, narrative,
literary, and formal imagery in a
sequential manner. This practice was
especially prevalent in the 1960s as
conceptual, minimalist, and pop artists
adopted the serial format to explore
the potential of systems and structures
related to such notions as rational order
and mass production. Artists at Gemini
GEL have continued to engage a variety
of approaches to serial production,
resulting in some of the workshop’s
most signiﬁcant publications. The show
presents a selection of these notable
projects, many of which have rarely
been displayed in their entirety.

11.09.2016 > 02.01.2017
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The Serial Impulse
at Gemini GEL

Opposite page
Roy Lichtenstein
Nude in the Woods
1980

6

2

4

3

5
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
premiered Gemini’s very ﬁrst edition –
a series of prints by Josef Albers – and
has since collected and exhibited their
editions. On the occasion of Gemini’s
50th anniversary, The Serial Impulse

www.lacma.org

showcases prints by Roy Lichtenstein
together with fifteen print series, from
seminal works by Robert Rauschenberg,
Jasper Johns and Frank Stella to more
recent series by Richard Serra and Julie
Mehretu.

1
John Baldessari painting
liquid tusche onto Mylar
1992
2
Roy Lichtenstein
Reclining Nude
1980
3
Robert Rauschenberg
Booster
1967
© 2016 Robert Rauschenberg
Foundation
4
Roy Lichtenstein
Head
1980
5
Jasper Johns
Figure 7
1968
© Jasper Johns and Gemini GEL
6
Josef Albers
White Line Square VI
1966
© Josef & Anni Albers Foundation
Images on Opposite page, 2 & 4
© 1980 Estate of Roy Lichtenstein
and Gemini GEL
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The EY Exhibition
Wifredo Lam
Retrospective
Tate Modern London

A major retrospective of the Cuban
modernist painter, Wifredo Lam
(1902-82), the ﬁrst museum exhibition in
London since 1952. The show Includes
over 200 paintings, drawings, photographs and prints, the exhibition traces
his six decade career from the 1920s to
the 1970s, conﬁrming his place at the
centre of a cosmopolitan modernism.

2

1

3

3

Opposite page
The Threshold (Umbral)
1950
Centre Pompidou, MNAM-CCI/
Dist RMN-GP
© Adagp, Paris
1
The Sombre Malembo,
God of the Crossroads
1943
The Rudman Trust
© SDO Wifredo Lam
2
Horse-Headed Woman
1950
The Rudman Trust
© SDO Wifredo Lam
3
Bélial, Emperor of the Flies
1948
Private collection
© SDO Wifredo Lam
4
The Noise (Le Bruit)
1943
Centre Pompidou, ,
MNAM-CCI/ Dist RMN-GP
© Adagp, Paris
His work deﬁned new ways of painting
for a post-colonial world and was
greeted with both consternation and
acclaim during his lifetime. As a Latin
American artist of Chinese, Spanish and
African heritage, Lam lies between
East and West, combining traditional
practices, surrealist ideas and complete
originality. In an increasingly connected
world, Lam’s work brings a historical
perspective to contemporary issues.
It begins with works produced during
Lam’s early years as an artist in Spain
following his training in Havana and
Madrid.

www.tate.org.uk

The exhibition reappraises Lam’s major
works within the cultural and political
context after he returned to Cuba in
1941. After 18 years abroad and two
forced exiles, Lam was disappointed
to ﬁnd corruption, racism and poverty
in his homeland and responded by
seeking out ‘Cubanness’, inﬂuenced
by his friendships with contemporary
thinkers and academics. He created
works that combined animal, plant and
human forms, using symbol from Cuban
Occultism and Afro-Cuban beliefs.
In 1952, Lam left Cuba once more for
Europe, where he lived until his death.
4

